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Introduction and Relationship of Household Members

IC_Q01

Hello, I’m ... from Statistics Canada.  I’m calling regarding the Ethnic Diversity Survey.

INT_Q01

We are conducting a survey on the ethnic and cultural diversity of people in Canada.

Your responses will provide information on how people report their ethnic background, and
how it relates to their lives in Canada today.   The Census information collected in 2001 may
be added to enhance the information you provide in this survey.

All information collected in this survey will be kept strictly confidential and used for
statistical purposes only.  While participation is voluntary, your assistance is essential if the
results are to be accurate.

MON_Q01

Before we begin, I would like to let you know that a supervisor may listen to the call to
evaluate the survey.

RS_Q01

The next few questions ask for important basic information about the people in your
household.

PE_Q01

Starting with the eldest person, what are the names of all persons who usually live here?

RS_Q04

Are there any other persons who usually live here but are now away at school, in hospital, or
somewhere else?

ANC_Q01

What is [name]’s date of birth?

SEX_Q01

If necessary, ask: (Is [name] male or female?)
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MSNC_Q01

What is (name)’s marital status?  Is (he/she):

01 …  married?
02 …  living common-law?
03 …  widowed?
04 …  separated?
05 …  divorced?
06 …  single, never married?

RNC_Q1

What is the relationship of: [name] [Age] [Sex]
   to: [name]? [Age] [Sex]

01 [Husband/Wife]
02 Common-law partner
10 [Father/Mother] (Go to RNC_Q2A)
20 [Son/Daughter] (Go to RNC_Q2B)
30 [Brother/Sister] (Go to RNC_Q2C)
40 Foster [father/mother]
41 Foster [son/daughter]
42 Grand[father/mother]
43 Grand[son/daughter]
50 In-law (Go to RNC_Q2D)
60 Other related (Go to RNC_Q2E)
70 Unrelated

RNC_Q2A

What is the relationship of: [name] [Age] [Sex]
 to: [name]? [Age] [Sex]

Is that a:

1 … birth [father/mother]?
2 … step [father/mother]?
3 … adoptive [father/mother]?
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RNC_Q2B

What is the relationship of: [name] [Age] [Sex]
to: [name]? [Age] [Sex]

Is that a:

1 … birth [son/daughter]?
2 … step [son/daughter]?
3 … adopted [son/daughter]?

RNC_Q2C

What is the relationship of: [name] [Age] [Sex]
to: [name]? [Age] [Sex]

Is that a:

1 … full [brother/sister]?
2 … half [brother/sister]?
3 … step [brother/sister]?
4 … adopted [brother/sister]?
5 … foster [brother/sister]?

RNC_Q2D

What is the relationship of: [name] [Age] [Sex]
to: [name]? [Age] [Sex]

Is that a:

1 … [father/mother]-in-law?
2 … [son/daughter]-in-law?
3 … [brother/sister]-in-law?
4 … other in-law?

RNC_Q2E

What is the relationship of: [name] [Age] [Sex]
to: [name]? [Age] [Sex]

Is that an:

1 … [uncle/aunt]?
2 … [cousin]?
3 … [nephew/niece]?
4 … other relative?
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Module 1:  Self Definition

ID_Q010

I would now like to ask you about your ethnic ancestry, heritage or background.

What were the ethnic or cultural origins of your ancestors?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 8 responses.

DO NOT provide examples.

This question refers to the ethnic or cultural origins of your ancestors, including ancestors from both sides
of your family.  An ancestor is someone from whom you have descended and is usually more distant than a
grandparent.  Ethnic or cultural ancestry refers to your "roots" or cultural background and should not be
confused with citizenship or nationality.  Other than Aboriginal persons, most people can trace their
origins to their ancestors on first coming to this continent.

<99990000>      Other - Specify
<99999998> Refused
<99999999> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

ID_Q020

In addition to "Canadian", what were the other ethnic or cultural origins of your ancestors
on first coming to North America?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 4 responses.

DO NOT provide examples.

This question refers to the ethnic or cultural origins of your ancestors, including ancestors from both sides
of your family.  An ancestor is someone from whom you have descended and is usually more distant than a
grandparent.  Ethnic or cultural ancestry refers to your "roots" or cultural background and should not be
confused with citizenship or nationality.  Other than Aboriginal persons, most people can trace their
origins to their ancestors on first coming to this continent.

<99990000>      Other - Specify
<99999998> Refused
<99999999> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported only Canadian/Canadien(ne) ancestry.
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ID_Q040

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important, how
important is your ^DVAncText ancestry to you?

<1> 1 - not important at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very important
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported an ethnic or cultural ancestry.

ID_Q100

I would now like you to think about your own identity, in ethnic or cultural terms. This
identity may be the same as that of your parents, grandparents or ancestors or it may be
different.

What is your ethnic or cultural identity?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 6 responses.

DO NOT provide examples.

Your ethnic or cultural identity is the ethnic or cultural group or groups to which you feel you belong.

<99990000>      Other - Specify
<99999998> Refused
<99999999> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

ID_Q130

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important, how
important is your ^DVIdentText identity to you? 

<1> 1 - not important at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very important
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported an ethnic or cultural identity.

ID_STOP

This is the end of the Self-Definition Module.
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Module 2:  Respondent Background

BK_Q010

In what country were you born?

INTERVIEWER: Specify place of birth according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<11>     Canada ..................................................................................................................... go to BK_Q020
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Default Next Question: BK_Q030
Universe: All respondents.
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BK_Q020

In which province or territory?

INTERVIEWER: Specify place of birth according to current boundaries.

<10> Newfoundland and Labrador
<11> Prince Edward Island
<12> Nova Scotia
<13> New Brunswick
<24> Quebec
<35> Ontario
<46> Manitoba
<47> Saskatchewan
<48> Alberta
<59> British Columbia
<60> Yukon
<61> Northwest Territories
<62> Nunavut
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Default Next Question: BK_Q060
Universe: Respondents born in Canada.

BK_Q030

Are you now, or have you ever been, a landed immigrant in Canada?

INTERVIEWER: A landed immigrant is a person who has been granted the right to live in Canada
permanently by immigration authorities.  This includes respondents who are Canadian citizens by
naturalization (the citizenship process) as well as permanent residents under the Immigration Act who have
not yet obtained Canadian citizenship.

Persons who are either Canadian citizens by birth or non-permanent residents (persons from another
country who live in Canada and have either a work, student or Minister’s permit, or who are claiming
refugee status in Canada and family members living here with them) are not landed immigrants.

<1> Yes
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents born outside Canada.
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BK_Q040

In what year did you first come to Canada to live?

INTERVIEWER: If the respondent moved to Canada more than once, enter the first year they arrived in
Canada. (Holiday time spent in Canada should not be included.)

If the respondent is unsure of their year of arrival, provide their best estimate.

<9998> Refused
<9999> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents born outside Canada.

BK_Q060

Besides Canada (and your country of birth), have you lived in any other countries for 3
years or more?

INTERVIEWER: The respondent could have lived in the country for a cumulative total of 3 years or more.
 For example, the respondent may have lived there for 2 years and then again for 1 year several years later.

<1>       Yes ........................................................................................................................... go to BK_Q070
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: BK_Q090
Universe: All respondents.
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BK_Q070

Which countries were these?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 4 countries, according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other – Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who reported living in any country other than Canada and their country of birth for 3 years or more.

BK_Q090

Of what country, or countries, are you a citizen?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 3 responses, according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<11> Canada
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People's Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know
Universe: All respondents.
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BK_Q110

People in Canada come from many racial or cultural groups.  You may belong to more than
one group on the following list. Are you ...

INTERVIEWER: Read all categories to respondent.  Mark up to 6 responses.

<11> White?
<12> Chinese?
<13> South Asian? (for example, East Indian, Sri Lankan, etc.)
<14> Black?
<15> Filipino?
<16> Latin American?
<17> Southeast Asian? (for example, Vietnamese, Cambodian, etc.)
<18> Arab?
<19> West Asian (for example, Iranian, Afghan, etc.)?
<20> Japanese?
<21> Korean?
<22> Aboriginal (that is, North American Indian, Métis or Inuit)?
<23>     or another group? Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.
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BK_Q120

For some people, religion may be an important part of their ethnicity or culture, while for
others it is not.

What is your religion, if any?

INTERVIEWER: Does not have to be practising.

<11>     No religion (including Agnostic, Atheist) .............................................................. go to BK_STOP
<12> Roman Catholic
<13> Ukrainian Catholic
<14> United Church
<15> Anglican (Church of England, Episcopalian)
<16> Baptist
<17> Lutheran
<18> Pentecostal
<19> Presbyterian
<20> Mennonite
<21> Jehovah’s Witnesses
<22> Greek Orthodox
<23> Jewish
<24> Islam (Muslim)
<25> Buddhist
<26> Hindu
<27> Sikh
<28>     Other - Specify
<98>     Refused ................................................................................................................... go to BK_STOP
<99>     Don’t know ............................................................................................................. go to BK_STOP
Universe: All respondents.

BK_Q125

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important, how
important is your religion to you? Again, 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important.

<1> 1 - not important at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very important
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who reported having a religion (excludes Agnostic, Atheist, Spiritual).
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BK_Q130

In the past 12 months, how often did you participate in religious activities or attend religious
services or meetings with other people, other than for events such as weddings and funerals?
Was it ...

INTERVIEWER: Do not include attendance at special events such as weddings, funerals, baptisms, bar
mitzvahs, etc.

Include attendance at "regular" religious activities, services or meetings such as church, religious study
groups, etc. and at events that celebrate holidays (for example, Christmas, Easter, Hanukkah, Ramadan,
Eid-ul-Fitr, Diwali, etc.).

<1> at least once a week?
<2> at least once a month?
<3> at least 3 times a year?
<4> once or twice a year?
<5> not at all?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported having a religion (excludes Agnostic, Atheist, Spiritual).

BK_Q135

In the past 12 months, how often did you do religious activities on your own?  This may
include prayer, meditation and other forms of worship taking place at home or in any other
location.  Was it ...

<1> at least once a week?
<2> at least once a month?
<3> at least 3 times a year?
<4> once or twice a year?
<5> not at all?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported having a religion (excludes Agnostic, Atheist, Spiritual).

BK_STOP

This is the end of the Respondent Background Module.
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Module 3:  Language

LG_Q020

Now, some questions about your knowledge and use of languages.

What was the language that you first learned at home in childhood?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 3 responses. Accept multiple responses only if languages were learned at
the same time.

If the respondent answers "Chinese", ask "Would that be Cantonese, Mandarin or another Chinese
language?".

<11> English
<12> French
<13> Cantonese
<14> Mandarin
<15> Italian
<16> German
<17> Punjabi
<18> Spanish
<19> Polish
<20> Portuguese
<21> Arabic
<22> Tagalog (Pilipino)
<24> Other - Search
<98>     Refused .................................................................................................................... go to LG_Q080
<99>     Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to LG_Q080
Universe: All respondents.

LG_Q030

Can you still understand ^FirstLang?

<1>       Yes ..........................................................................................................................  go to LG_Q040
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Default Next Question: LG_Q080
Universe: Respondents who provided a response other than Refused or Don’t know to LG_Q020 (First Language) and who are not being

interviewed in their first language (LG_Q020<>LangInterview).
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LG_Q040

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not well at all and 5 is very well, how well can you
understand ^FirstLang now?

<1> 1 - not well at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very well
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who said that they could still understand their first language and who are not being interviewed in that language.

LG_Q050

Can you still speak ^FirstLang?

<1>       Yes ..........................................................................................................................  go to LG_Q060
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: LG_Q080
Universe: Respondents who said that they could still understand their first language and who are not being interviewed in that language.

LG_Q060

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not well at all and 5 is very well, how well can you speak
^FirstLang now?

<1> 1 - not well at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very well
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who said that they could still understand and speak their first language and who are not being interviewed in that language.
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LG_Q080

Besides the language of interview and your first language, are there any other languages
that you speak well enough to conduct a conversation?

INTERVIEWER: Report only those languages in which the respondent can carry on a conversation of
some length on various topics.

<1>       Yes ..........................................................................................................................  go to LG_Q090
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: LG_Q110
Universe: All respondents.

LG_Q090

What languages are these?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 6 responses.

Report only those languages in which the respondent can carry on a conversation of some length on
various topics.

If the respondent answers "Chinese", ask "Would that be Cantonese, Mandarin or another Chinese
language?".

<11> English
<12> French
<13> Cantonese
<14> Mandarin
<15> Italian
<16> German
<17> Punjabi
<18> Spanish
<19> Polish
<20> Portuguese
<21> Arabic
<22> Tagalog (Pilipino)
<24> Other-Search
Universe: Respondents who reported speaking a language other than their first language well enough to conduct a conversation.
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LG_Q100

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not well at all and 5 is very well, how well can you speak
^SpokenLang?

<1> 1 - not well at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very well
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported speaking a language other than their first language or the language of interview well enough to conduct a

conversation.

LG_Q110

What language do you speak most often at home?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 3 responses.  Accept multiple responses only if languages are spoken equally
often.

For a person who lives alone, report the language in which the respondent feels most comfortable (this can
be the language the respondent would use for talking on the telephone, visiting at home with friends, etc.).

Do not include languages used exclusively in a home-based business.

<11> Language of Interview
<12> Language 1 derived
<13> Language 2 derived
<14> Language 3 derived
<15> Language 4 derived
<16> Language 5 derived
<17> Language 6 derived
<18> Language 7 derived
<19> Language 8 derived
<20> Language 9 derived
<98>     Refused ...................................................................................................................  go to LG_Q140
<99>     Don’t know .............................................................................................................  go to LG_Q140
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages.
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LG_Q120

Are there any other languages you speak on a regular basis at home?

<1>       Yes ..........................................................................................................................  go to LG_Q130
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: LG_Q140
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages and who did not answer Refused or Don’t know or report all the languages

they speak in LG_Q110 (Language Spoken Most Often at Home).

LG_Q130

What languages are these?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 3 responses.

Do not include languages used exclusively in a home-based business.

<11> Language of Interview
<12> Language 1 derived
<13> Language 2 derived
<14> Language 3 derived
<15> Language 4 derived
<16> Language 5 derived
<17> Language 6 derived
<18> Language 7 derived
<19> Language 8 derived
<20> Language 9 derived
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages and who reported speaking (an) other language(s) on a regular basis at home.
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LG_Q140

What language do you speak most often with your friends?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 3 responses. Accept multiple responses only if languages are spoken equally
often.

If the respondent uses different languages with different groups of friends, ask them to answer in a general
way (for example, report the language they used most often, thinking of contact with all their friends
together).

<11> Language of Interview
<12> Language 1 derived
<13> Language 2 derived
<14> Language 3 derived
<15> Language 4 derived
<16> Language 5 derived
<17> Language 6 derived
<18> Language 7 derived
<19> Language 8 derived
<20> Language 9 derived
<23>     Don’t have any friends ............................................................................................  go to LG_Q170
<98>     Refused ...................................................................................................................  go to LG_Q170
<99>     Don’t know .............................................................................................................  go to LG_Q170
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages.

LG_Q150

Are there any other languages you speak on a regular basis with your friends?

<1>       Yes ..........................................................................................................................  go to LG_Q160
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Default Next Question: LG_Q170
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages and who did not answer Refused or Don’t know or report all the languages

they speak in LG_Q140 (Language Spoken Most Often with Friends).
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LG_Q160

What languages are these?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 3 responses.

<11> Language of Interview
<12> Language 1 derived
<13> Language 2 derived
<14> Language 3 derived
<15> Language 4 derived
<16> Language 5 derived
<17> Language 6 derived
<18> Language 7 derived
<19> Language 8 derived
<20> Language 9 derived
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages and who reported speaking (an) other language(s) on a regular basis with their

friends.

LG_Q170

Now, I have two questions about your use of languages when you were growing up.

Up until you were age 15, what language did you and your parents use most of the time
when speaking to each other?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 3 responses.  Accept multiple responses only if (1) languages were used
equally often, or (2) different languages were spoken with each parent, or (3) respondent used one
language when speaking to their parents and their parents used another language when speaking to them.

Parents include legal guardians.

<11> Language of Interview
<12> Language 1 derived
<13> Language 2 derived
<14> Language 3 derived
<15> Language 4 derived
<16> Language 5 derived
<17> Language 6 derived
<18> Language 7 derived
<19> Language 8 derived
<20> Language 9 derived
<21> Language 1 reported in LG_Q020, if not already listed
<22> Language 2 reported in LG_Q020, if not already listed
<23> Language 3 reported in LG_Q020, if not already listed
<24>     Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages.
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LG_Q180

Up until you were age 15, what language did you and your brothers, sisters, and any other
children in your household, use most of the time when speaking to each other?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 3 responses.  Accept multiple responses only if languages were used equally
often or if different languages were spoken with different siblings.

"Other children in the household" may include any other children who were living in the respondent’s
household and with whom the respondent communicated regularly (e.g., step or half brothers and sisters,
cousins, children who were unrelated to the respondent, etc.).

<11> Language of Interview
<12> Language 1 derived
<13> Language 2 derived
<14> Language 3 derived
<15> Language 4 derived
<16> Language 5 derived
<17> Language 6 derived
<18> Language 7 derived
<19> Language 8 derived
<20> Language 9 derived
<21> Language 1 reported in LG_Q020, if not already listed
<22> Language 2 reported in LG_Q020, if not already listed
<23> Language 3 reported in LG_Q020, if not already listed
<24>     Other - Specify
<25> No other children living in household
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages.

LG_STOP

This is the end of the Language Module.
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Module 4:  Parents

PA_Q020

In order to better understand your ethnic or cultural background, I would like to ask you
some questions about your family background.

Up until the age of 15, did you live mainly with both your birth mother and your birth
father?

<1> Yes ........................................................................................................................... go to PA_Q110
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

PA_Q030

Up until the age of 15, did you live mainly with your birth mother?

<1> Yes ........................................................................................................................... go to PA_Q080
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported that they did not live mainly with both their birth mother and birth father until the age of 15.

PA_Q040

Was there a female who took the role of your mother while you were growing up?

<1> Yes ........................................................................................................................... go to PA_Q050
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: PA_Q070
Universe: Respondents who reported that they did not live mainly with their birth mother until the age of 15.
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PA_Q050

Who was she?

INTERVIEWER: Mark one only.  If more than one female took the role of the respondent’s mother,
indicate which female played the greatest part in their lives up until the age of 15.

<11> Birth mother
<12> Adoptive mother
<13> Step-mother
<14> Foster mother
<15> Father’s female partner (not step-mother)
<16> Grandmother - mother's side (mother's mother)
<17> Grandmother - father's side (father's mother)
<18> Aunt - mother's side
<19> Aunt - father's side
<20> Cousin - mother's side
<21> Cousin - father's side
<22> Sister - biological
<23> Sister - half, adoptive, step or foster
<24> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don't know

PA_Q060

Up until the age of 15, for how long did you live with her?  Was it ...

INTERVIEWER: Add all the years the respondent lived with this person, even if they were not
consecutive.

<1> less than 2 years?
<2> 2 to 4 years?
<3> 5 to 9 years?
<4> 10 years or more?
<5> Never lived with her
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know

PA_Q070

Up until the age of 15, did you live mainly with your birth father?

<1> Yes ........................................................................................................................... go to PA_Q110
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who reported that they did not live mainly with both their birth mother and birth father until the age of 15.
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PA_Q080

Was there a male who took the role of your father while you were growing up?

<1> Yes ........................................................................................................................... go to PA_Q090
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t Know
Default Next Question: PA_Q110
Universe: Respondents who reported that they did not live mainly with their birth father until the age of 15.

PA_Q090

Who was he?

INTERVIEWER: Mark one only. If more than one male took the role of the respondent’s father, indicate
which male played the greatest part in their lives up until the age of 15.

<11> Birth father
<12> Adoptive father
<13> Step-father
<14> Foster father
<15> Mother’s male partner (not step-father)
<16> Grandfather - mother’s side (mother’s father)
<17> Grandfather - father’s side (father’s father)
<18> Uncle - mother’s side
<19> Uncle - father’s side
<20> Cousin - mother’s side
<21> Cousin - father’s side
<22> Brother - biological
<23> Brother - half, adoptive, step or foster
<24> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know

PA_Q100

Up until the age of 15, for how long did you live with him?  Was it ...

INTERVIEWER: Add all the years the respondent lived with this person, even if they were not
consecutive.

<1> less than 2 years?
<2> 2 to 4 years?
<3> 5 to 9 years?
<4> 10 years or more?
<5> Never lived with him
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
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PA_Q110

Up until the age of 15, were there any other adults with whom you lived for 3 years or more,
for example your (^parentsE,) grandparents, cousins or friends of the family?

INTERVIEWER: Include all persons (family and non-family) living in the household who were age 18 or older,
including brothers, sisters, members of step-family, grandparents, cousins, etc.

<1> Yes .......................................................................................................................................... go to PA_Q120
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: PA_STOP
Universe: All respondents.

PA_Q120

How were these adults related to you?

INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. Include all persons (family and non-family) living in the household who were
age 18 or older, including brothers, sisters, members of step-family, grandparents, cousins, etc.

<11> Mother - birth
<12> Mother - adoptive, step or foster
<13> Father - birth
<14> Father - adoptive, step or foster
<15> Mother’s male partner (not step-father)
<16> Father’s female partner (not step-mother)
<17> Grandmother - mother's side (mother's mother)
<18> Grandmother - father's side (father's mother)
<19> Grandfather - mother's side (mother's father)
<20> Grandfather - father's side (father's father)
<21> Aunt(s) - mother's side
<22> Aunt(s) - father's side
<23> Uncle(s) - mother's side
<24> Uncle(s) - father's side
<25> Cousin(s) - mother's side
<26> Cousin(s) - father's side
<27> Sister(s) - biological
<28> Sister(s) - half, adoptive, step or foster
<29> Brother(s) - biological
<30> Brother(s) - half, adoptive, step or foster
<31> Nanny/caregiver
<32> Friend
<33> Roommate/renter/boarder
<34> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe:   Respondents who reported that there were other adults with whom they lived for 3 or more years until the age of 15.

PA_STOP

This is the end of the Parents Module.
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Module 5:  Parents’ Background

^MotherSubstE = adoptive mother, step-mother, foster mother or father’s partner.

PB_Q010

You told me earlier that your ^MotherSubstE took the role of your mother while you were
growing up.

Do you feel that the ethnic or cultural background of your ^MotherSubstE or the ethnic or
cultural background of your birth mother has had a bigger influence on your own ethnicity
or culture?

INTERVIEWER: This survey can only collect detailed information for one mother figure.

<1> ^MotherSubstE
<2> birth mother
<3> neither
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who said their adoptive mother, step-mother, foster mother or their father’s female partner took the role of their mother

while they were growing up.

PB_Q025

What were the ethnic or cultural origins of your ^motherE's ancestors?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 8 responses.

DO NOT provide examples.

This question refers to the ethnic or cultural origins of your ^motherE’s ancestors, including ancestors from
both sides of her family.  An ancestor is someone from whom your ^motherE descended and is usually
more distant than a grandparent.  Ethnic or cultural ancestry refers to your ^motherE’s "roots" or cultural
background and should not be confused with citizenship or nationality.  Other than Aboriginal persons,
most people can trace their origins to their ancestors on first coming to this continent.

<99990000>      Other - Specify
<99999998> Refused
<99999999> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.
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PB_Q030

In what country was your ^motherE born?

INTERVIEWER: Specify place of birth according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<11> Canada
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused .................................................................................................................... go to PB_Q040
<99> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to PB_Q040
Default Next Question: PB_Q050
Universe: All respondents.

PB_Q040

Do you know if she was born inside or outside Canada?

<1> Inside Canada
<2> Outside Canada
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who did not know where their mother or mother substitute was born.
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PB_Q050

What was the language that your ^motherE first learned at home in childhood?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 3 responses.  Accept multiple responses only if languages were learned at
the same time.

If the respondent answers "Chinese", ask "Would that be Cantonese, Mandarin or another Chinese
language?".

<11> English
<12> French
<13> Cantonese
<14> Mandarin
<15> Italian
<16> German
<17> Punjabi
<18> Spanish
<19> Polish
<20> Portuguese
<21> Arabic
<22> Tagalog (Pilipino)
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their mother/mother substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

mother/mother substitute’s place of birth.
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PB_Q070

What was the highest level of education that your ^motherE attained?

<11> Earned doctorate (Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Ed.)
<12> Master’s degree (M.A., M.Sc., M.Ed.)
<13> Degree in Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine or Optometry (M.D., D.D.S., D.M.D.,

D.V.M., O.D.)
<14> Bachelor’s or undergraduate university degree or teacher’s college ( B.A., B.Sc., LL.B, B.Ed.)
<15> Diploma or certificate from community college, CEGEP or nursing school
<16> Diploma or certificate from trade, technical or vocational school or business college
<17> Some university
<18> Some community college, CEGEP or nursing school
<19> Some trade, technical or vocational school, or business college
<20> High school diploma
<21> Some high school
<22> Elementary school
<23> No schooling
<24> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to PB_Q075
Default Next Question: PB_Q080
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their mother/mother substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

mother/mother substitute’s place of birth.

PB_Q075

Do you think she ...

<1> received a degree, diploma or certificate from college or university?
<2> had some college or university education?
<3> graduated from high school?
<4> had some high school?
<5> or had less than a high school education?
<6> Other - Specify
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their mother/mother substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

mother/mother substitute’s place of birth and who did not know the detailed highest level of schooling of their mother/mother substitute.
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PB_Q080

Up until you were age 15, what was your ^motherE’s religion, if any?

INTERVIEWER: Did not have to be practising.

<11> No religion (including Agnostic, Atheist)
<12> Roman Catholic
<13> Ukrainian Catholic
<14> United Church
<15> Anglican (Church of England, Episcopalian)
<16> Baptist
<17> Lutheran
<18> Pentecostal
<19> Presbyterian
<20> Mennonite
<21> Jehovah’s Witnesses
<22> Greek Orthodox
<23> Jewish
<24> Islam (Muslim)
<25> Buddhist
<26> Hindu
<27> Sikh
<28> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their mother/mother substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

mother/mother substitute’s place of birth.
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PB_Q090

Now, I would like you to think about your ^motherE’s parents.

In what country was your ^motherE’s mother born?

INTERVIEWER: Specify place of birth according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<11> Canada
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to PB_Q100
Default Next Question: PB_Q120
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their mother/mother substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

mother/mother substitute’s place of birth.

PB_Q100

Do you know if she was born inside or outside Canada?

<1> Inside Canada
<2> Outside Canada
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their mother/mother substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

mother/mother substitute’s place of birth and who did not know where their mother/mother substitute’s mother was born.
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PB_Q120

In what country was your ^motherE’s father born?

INTERVIEWER: Specify place of birth according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<11> Canada
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to PB_Q130
Default Next Question: PB_Q160
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their mother/mother substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

mother/mother substitute’s place of birth.

PB_Q130

Do you know if he was born inside or outside Canada?

<1> Inside Canada
<2> Outside Canada
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their mother/mother substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

mother/mother substitute’s place of birth and who did not know where their mother/mother substitute’s father was born.
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^FatherSubstE = adoptive father, step-father, foster father or mother’s partner.

PB_Q160

You told me earlier that your ^FatherSubstE took the role of your father while you were
growing up.

Do you feel that the ethnic or cultural background of your ^FatherSubstE or the ethnic or
cultural background of your birth father has had a bigger influence on your own ethnicity
or culture?

INTERVIEWER: This survey can only collect detailed information for one father figure.

<1> ^FatherSubstE
<2> birth father
<3> neither
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who said their adoptive father, step-father, foster father or their mother’s male partner took the role of their father while

they were growing up.

PB_Q175

What were the ethnic or cultural origins of your ^fatherE's ancestors?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 8 responses.

DO NOT provide examples.

This question refers to the ethnic or cultural origins of your ^fatherE’s ancestors, including ancestors from
both sides of his family.  An ancestor is someone from whom your ^fatherE descended and is usually more
distant than a grandparent.  Ethnic or cultural ancestry refers to your ^fatherE’s "roots" or cultural
background and should not be confused with citizenship or nationality. Other than Aboriginal persons,
most people can trace their origins to their ancestors on first coming to this continent.

<99990000>      Other - Specify
<99999998> Refused
<99999999> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.
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PB_Q180

In what country was your ^fatherE born?

INTERVIEWER: Specify place of birth according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<11> Canada
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused .................................................................................................................... go to PB_Q190
<99> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to PB_Q190
Default Next Question: PB_Q200
Universe: All respondents.

PB_Q190

Do you know if he was born inside or outside Canada?

<1> Inside Canada
<2> Outside Canada
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who did not know where their father/father substitute was born.
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PB_Q200

What was the language that your ^fatherE first learned at home in childhood?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 3 responses.  Accept multiple responses only if languages were learned at
the same time.

If the respondent answers "Chinese", ask "Would that be Cantonese, Mandarin or another Chinese
language?".

<11> English
<12> French
<13> Cantonese
<14> Mandarin
<15> Italian
<16> German
<17> Punjabi
<18> Spanish
<19> Polish
<20> Portuguese
<21> Arabic
<22> Tagalog (Pilipino)
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their father/father substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

father/father substitute’s place of birth.
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PB_Q220

What was the highest level of education that your ^fatherE attained?

<11> Earned doctorate (Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Ed.)
<12> Master’s degree (M.A., M.Sc., M.Ed.)
<13> Degree in Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine or Optometry (M.D., D.D.S., D.M.D.,

D.V.M., O.D.)
<14> Bachelor’s or undergraduate university degree or teacher’s college ( B.A., B.Sc., LL.B, B.Ed.)
<15> Diploma or certificate from community college, CEGEP or nursing school
<16> Diploma or certificate from trade, technical or vocational school or business college
<17> Some university
<18> Some community college, CEGEP or nursing school
<19> Some trade, technical or vocational school, or business college
<20> High school diploma
<21> Some high school
<22> Elementary school
<23> No schooling
<24> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<98> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to PB_Q225
Default Next Question: PB_Q230
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their father/father substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

father/father substitute’s place of birth.

PB_Q225

Do you think he ...

<1> received a degree, diploma or certificate from college or university?
<2> had some college or university education?
<3> graduated from high school?
<4> had some high school?
<5> or had less than a high school education?
<6> Other - Specify
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their father/father substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

father/father substitute’s place of birth and who did not know the detailed highest level of schooling of their father\father substitute.
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PB_Q230

Up until you were age 15, what was your ^fatherE’s religion, if any?

INTERVIEWER: Did not have to be practising.

<11> No religion (including Agnostic, Atheist)
<12> Roman Catholic
<13> Ukrainian Church
<14> United Church
<15> Anglican (Church of England, Episcopalian)
<16> Baptist
<17> Lutheran
<18> Pentecostal
<19> Presbyterian
<20> Mennonite
<21> Jehovah’s Witnesses
<22> Greek Orthodox
<23> Jewish
<24> Islam (Muslim)
<25> Buddhist
<26> Hindu
<27> Sikh
<28> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their father/father substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

father/father substitute’s place of birth.
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PB_Q240

Now, I would like you to think about your ^fatherE’s parents.

In what country was your ^fatherE’s mother born?

INTERVIEWER: Specify place of birth according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland. 

<11> Canada
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to PB_Q250
Default Next Question: PB_Q270
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their father/father substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

father/father substitute’s place of birth.

PB_Q250

Do you know if she was born inside or outside Canada?

<1> Inside Canada
<2> Outside Canada
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their father/father substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

father/father substitute’s place of birth and who did not know where their father/father substitute’s mother was born.
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PB_Q270

In what country was your ^fatherE’s father born?

INTERVIEWER: Specify place of birth according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland. 

<11> Canada
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to PB_Q280
Default Next Question: PB_STOP
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their father/father substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

father/father substitute’s place of birth.

PB_Q280

Do you know if he was born inside or outside Canada?

<1> Inside Canada
<2> Outside Canada
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported one or more ethnic or cultural origins of their father/father substitute’s ancestors and/or who reported their

father/father substitute’s place of birth and who did not know where their father/father substitute’s father was born.

PB_STOP

This is the end of the Parents' Background Module.
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Module 6:  Spouse and Child Background

SC_Q010

Now, I would like to ask you some questions about the background of your 
spouse/common-law partner.

What were the ethnic or cultural origins of your spouse’s/partner’s ancestors?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 8 responses.

DO NOT provide examples.

This question refers to the ethnic or cultural origins of your spouse/partner’s ancestors including ancestors
from both sides of his/her family.  An ancestor is someone from whom your spouse/partner has descended
and is usually more distant than a grandparent.  Ethnic or cultural ancestry refers to your spouse/partner’s
"roots" or cultural background and should not be confused with citizenship or nationality.  Other than
Aboriginal persons, most people can trace their origins to their ancestors on first coming to this continent.

<99990000>      Other - Specify
<99999998>      Refused
<99999999> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or common-law partner.

SC_Q040

In what country was your spouse/partner born?

INTERVIEWER: Specify place of birth according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<11> Canada
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or common-law partner.
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SC_Q050

Is your spouse/partner now, or has your spouse/partner ever been, a landed immigrant in
Canada?

INTERVIEWER: A landed immigrant is a person who has been granted the right to live in Canada
permanently  by immigration authorities.  This includes respondents who are Canadian citizens by
naturalization (the citizenship process) as well as permanent residents under the Immigration Act who have
not yet obtained Canadian citizenship.

Persons who are either Canadian citizens by birth or non-permanent residents (persons from another
country who live in Canada and have either a work, student or Minister’s permit, or who are claiming
refugee status in Canada and family members living here with them) are not landed immigrants.

<1> Yes
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or common-law partner and who reported that their spouse or common-law partner was born in a

country other than Canada.

SC_Q060

In what year did your spouse/partner first come to Canada to live? 

INTERVIEWER: If the respondent’s spouse/partner moved to Canada more than once, enter the first year
their spouse/partner arrived in Canada.  (Holiday time spent in Canada should not be included.)

If the respondent is unsure of their spouse/partner’s year of arrival, provide their best estimate.

<9998> Refused
<9999> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or common-law partner and who reported that their spouse or common-law partner was born in a

country other than Canada.
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SC_Q065

Of what country, or countries, is your spouse/partner a citizen?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 3 responses, according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<11> Canada
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or common-law partner.

SC_Q070

People in Canada come from many racial or cultural groups.  Your spouse/partner may
belong to more than one group on the following list.  Is your spouse/partner ...

INTERVIEWER: Read all categories to respondent.  Mark up to 6 responses.

<11> White?
<12> Chinese?
<13> South Asian? (for example, East Indian, Sri Lankan, etc.)
<14> Black?
<15> Filipino?
<16> Latin American?
<17> Southeast Asian? (for example, Vietnamese, Cambodian, etc.)
<18> Arab?
<19> West Asian (for example, Iranian, Afghan, etc.)?
<20> Japanese?
<21> Korean?
<22> Aboriginal (that is, North American Indian, Métis or Inuit)?
<23> or another group? Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or common-law partner.
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SC_Q080

What is your spouse/partner ’s religion, if any?

INTERVIEWER: Does not have to be practising.

<11> No religion (including Agnostic, Atheist)
<12> Roman Catholic
<13> Ukrainian Catholic
<14> United Church
<15> Anglican (Church of England, Episcopalian)
<16> Baptist
<17> Lutheran
<18> Pentecostal
<19> Presbyterian
<20> Mennonite
<21> Jehovah’s Witnesses
<22> Greek Orthodox
<23> Jewish
<24> Islam (Muslim)
<25> Buddhist
<26> Hindu
<27> Sikh
<28> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or common-law partner.
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SC_Q090

What is the highest level of education that your spouse/partner has attained?

<11> Earned doctorate (Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Ed.)
<12> Master’s degree (M.A., M.Sc., M.Ed.)
<13> Degree in Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine or Optometry (M.D., D.D.S., D.M.D.,

D.V.M., O.D.)
<14> Bachelor’s or undergraduate university degree or teacher’s college (B.A., B.Sc., LL.B, B.Ed.)
<15> Diploma or certificate from community college, CEGEP or nursing school
<16> Diploma or certificate from trade, technical or vocational school or business college
<17> Some university
<18> Some community college, CEGEP or nursing school
<19> Some trade, technical or vocational school, or business college
<20> High school diploma
<21> Some high school
<22> Elementary school
<23> No schooling
<24> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to SC_Q095
Default Next Question: SC_Q100
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or common-law partner.

SC_Q095

Do you think he/she ...

<1> received a degree, diploma or certificate from college or university?
<2> had some college or university education?
<3> graduated from high school?
<4> had some high school?
<5> or had less than a high school education?
<6> Other - Specify
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who have a spouse or common-law partner and who did not know the detailed highest level of schooling of their spouse or

common-law partner.
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SC_Q100

What languages does your spouse/partner speak well enough to conduct a conversation?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 6 responses.

If the respondent answers "Chinese", ask "Would that be Cantonese, Mandarin or another Chinese
language?".

<11> English
<12> French
<13> Cantonese
<14> Mandarin
<15> Italian
<16> German
<17> Punjabi
<18> Spanish
<19> Polish
<20> Portuguese
<21> Arabic
<22> Tagalog (Pilipino)
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents with a spouse or common-law partner.

SC_Q110

What was the language that your spouse/partner first learned at home in childhood?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 3 responses.  Accept multiple responses only if languages were learned at the
same time.

If the respondent answers "Chinese", ask "Would that be Cantonese, Mandarin or another Chinese
language?".

<1> Response 1 to SC_Q100
<2> Response 2 to SC_Q100
<3> Response 3 to SC_Q100
<4> Response 4 to SC_Q100
<5> Response 5 to SC_Q100
<6> Response 6 to SC_Q100
<7> Other - Specify ......................................................................................................... go to SC_Q120
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: SC_Q130
Universe: Respondents with a spouse or common-law partner.
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SC_Q120

Does your spouse/partner still speak ^SpFirstLang?

INTERVIEWER: Mark "Yes" only if the respondent’s spouse/partner speaks ^SpFirstLang well enough to
conduct a conversation.

<1> Yes
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know

SC_Q130

Now, I would like you to think about the language abilities of ^ChildName. What languages
does ^ChildName speak well enough to conduct a conversation?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 6 responses.

This survey can only collect language data for one child because collecting data for more than one would
make the survey too long for many respondents.  The respondent’s youngest child, aged 3 or older, who
lives in this household, has been selected.

If the respondent answers "Chinese", ask "Would that be Cantonese, Mandarin or another Chinese
language?".

<11> Language of interview
<12> Language 1 derived in LG
<13> Language 2 derived in LG
<14> Language 3 derived in LG
<15> Language 4 derived in LG
<16> Language 5 derived in LG
<17> Language 6 derived in LG
<18> Language 7 derived in LG
<19> Language 8 derived in LG
<20> Language 9 derived in LG
<21> Language 1 derived in SC
<22> Language 2 derived in SC
<23> Language 3 derived in SC
<24> Language 4 derived in SC
<25> Language 5 derived in SC
<26> Language 6 derived in SC
<27> Language 7 derived in SC
<28> Language 8 derived in SC
<29> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents with a child of their own living in their household who is aged 3 or older.
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SC_Q140

What was the first language that ^ChildName learned at home?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 4 responses.  Accept multiple responses only if languages were learned at the
same time.

This survey can only collect language data for one child because collecting data for more than one would
make the survey too long for many respondents.  The respondent’s youngest child, aged 3 or older, who
lives in this household, has been selected.

If the respondent answers "Chinese", ask "Would that be Cantonese, Mandarin or another Chinese
language?".

<11> Response 1 to SC_Q130
<12> Response 2 to SC_Q130
<13> Response 3 to SC_Q130
<14> Response 4 to SC_Q130
<15> Response 5 to SC_Q130
<16> Response 6 to SC_Q130
<17> Response 1 to SC_S130
<18> Response 2 to SC_S130
<19> Other - Specify ......................................................................................................... go to SC_Q150
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Default Next Question: SC_Q160
Universe: Respondents with a child of their own living in their household who is aged 3 or older.

SC_Q150

Does ^ChildName still speak ^ChFirstLang?

INTERVIEWER: Mark "Yes" only if ^ChildName speaks ^ChFirstLang well enough to conduct a
conversation.

<1> Yes
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
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SC_Q160

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important, how
important is it to you that ^ChildName learn to speak ^FirstLang?

INTERVIEWER: ^FirstLang is the first language learned by the respondent.

<1> 1 - not important at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very important
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents with a child of their own aged 3 to 15 inclusive living in their household who does not speak the respondent’s first

language.

SC_Q170

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important, how
important is it to you that ^ChildName learn to speak ^SpFirstLang?

INTERVIEWER: ^SpFirstLang is the first language learned by the respondent’s spouse/partner.

<1> 1 - not important at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very important
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents with a spouse or common-law partner and a child of their own aged 3 to 15 inclusive living in their household who were

able to provide their spouse’s/common-law partner’s first language and whose child does not speak the spouse’s/common-law partner’s
first language.

SC_STOP

This is the of the Spouse and Child Background Module.
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Module 7:  Family Interaction

FI_Q020

The next few questions ask about your contact with family inside and outside Canada. For
example, parents, children, brothers, sisters, grandparents, cousins or any other relatives.

(Please do not include members of your spouse's/common-law partner’s/ex-spouse’s family
in your answers.)

 (Other than family members living in your household,) do you have any family living in
Canada?  Again, this includes parents, children, brothers, sisters or any other relatives.

INTERVIEWER: Include all relatives outside of the respondent’s household, including children, brothers,
sisters, parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins (first, second and third), great aunts, great uncles, etc.

Do not include relatives of the respondent’s spouse or common-law partner.

<1> Yes ............................................................................................................................. go to FI_Q030
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: FI_C040
Universe: All respondents.

FI_Q030

In the past 12 months how often have you seen, talked to, written or e-mailed these members
of your family?  Was it ...

INTERVIEWER: Family includes children, brothers, sisters, parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins
(first, second and third), great aunts, great uncles, and all other relatives who are living in Canada (outside
of the respondent’s household).

Do not include relatives of the respondent’s spouse or common-law partner.

If the respondent has contact with more than one family member, indicate the frequency of contact with all
family members added together.

<1> at least once a week?
<2> at least once a month?
<3> at least 3 times a year?
<4> once or twice a year?
<5> not at all?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who have family living in Canada (outside their household).
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FI_Q040

Do you still have family living in your country of birth?

INTERVIEWER: Family includes children, brothers, sisters, parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins
(first, second and third), great aunts, great uncles and all other relatives.

Do not include relatives of the respondent’s spouse or common-law partner.

<1> Yes
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents born outside of Canada.

FI_Q050

Since coming to Canada in ^YrofArrivalE have you ever been back to your country of
birth?

INTERVIEWER: Include all trips, regardless of purpose of trip (business, pleasure, etc.), age of
respondent, or length of stay.

<1> Yes ............................................................................................................................. go to FI_Q060
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: FI_Q080
Universe: Respondents born outside of Canada.

FI_Q060

How many times?  Was it ...

INTERVIEWER: Include all trips, regardless of purpose of trip (business, pleasure, etc.), age of
respondent, or length of stay.

<1> once only?
<2> 2 to 4 times?
<3> 5 to 9 times?
<4> 10 times or more?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents born outside Canada who have visited their country of birth since arriving in Canada.
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FI_Q080

Do you still have family living in ^ParCountryText?

INTERVIEWER: Family includes children, brothers, sisters, parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins
(first, second and third), great aunts, great uncles and all other relatives.

Do not include relatives of the respondent’s spouse or common-law partner.

<1> Yes
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported that at least one of their parents or grandparents was born outside of Canada and in a country of birth other

than their own.

FI_Q090

Have you ever visited ^ParCountryText?

INTERVIEWER: Include all trips, regardless of purpose of trip (business, pleasure, etc.), age of
respondent, or length of stay.

<1> Yes ............................................................................................................................. go to FI_Q100
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: FI_Q105
Universe: Respondents who reported that at least one of their parents or grandparents was born outside of Canada and in a country of birth other

than their own, and who reported that they themselves had not lived in this country for 3 years or more.

FI_Q100

How many times?  Was it ...

INTERVIEWER: Include all trips, regardless of purpose of trip (business, pleasure, etc.), age of
respondent, or length of stay.

<1> once only?
<2> 2 to 4 times?
<3> 5 to 9 times?
<4> 10 times or more?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported that at least one of their parents or grandparents was born outside Canada and in a country of birth other than

their own and who have visited this country.
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FI_Q105

In the past 12 months, how often have you seen, talked to, written or e-mailed members of
your family who were living in ^AllCountryE?  Was it ...

INTERVIEWER: Family includes children, brothers, sisters, parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins
(first, second and third), great aunts, great uncles and all other relatives.

Do not include relatives of the respondent’s spouse or common-law partner.

If the respondent has contact with more than one family member, indicate the frequency of contact with all
family members added together.

<1> at least once a week?
<2> at least once a month?
<3> at least 3 times a year?
<4> once or twice a year?
<5> not at all?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported that they have family living outside of Canada in either their own place of birth and/or the place of birth of

their parents and/or grandparents.

FI_Q110

Do you have family living in any other countries?  Please include relatives on both your
^motherE’s and ^fatherE’s sides of the family.  (Do not include members of your
spouse’s/partner's family.)

INTERVIEWER: Family includes children, brothers, sisters, parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins
(first, second and third), great aunts, great uncles and all other relatives.

Do not include relatives of the respondent’s spouse or common-law partner.

<1> Yes ............................................................................................................................. go to FI_Q120
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: FI_Q140
Universe: All respondents.
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FI_Q120

In which countries do these family members live?

INTERVIEWER: Specify up to 6 countries, according to current boundaries.

Do not include relatives of the respondent’s spouse or common-law partner.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported that they have family living outside Canada, their place of birth and their parents’ places of birth.

FI_Q130

In the past 12 months, how often have you seen, talked to, written or e-mailed members of
your family who were living in ^OthCountryE?  Was it ...

INTERVIEWER: Family includes children, brothers, sisters, parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins
(first, second and third), great aunts, great uncles and all other relatives.

Do not include relatives of the respondent’s spouse or common-law partner.

If the respondent has contact with more than one family member, indicate the frequency of contact with all
family members added together.

<1> at least once a week?
<2> at least once a month?
<3> at least 3 times a year?
<4> once or twice a year?
<5> not at all?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported that they have family living outside Canada, their place of birth and their parents’ places of birth.
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FI_Q140

Do you tend to have more contact with your ^motherE’s side of the family, your ^fatherE’s
side of the family, or both sides of your family equally?

INTERVIEWER: Contact may include telephone calls, e-mails, letters, personal visits, etc.

<1> ^motherE’s side
<2> ^fatherE’s side
<3> both sides equally
<4> no contact with family at all
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

FI_STOP

This is the end of the Family Interaction Module.
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Module 8:  Social Networks

SN_Q010

Now, I would like to ask you about the ways your ethnicity or culture may be important in
your social life.

SN_Q020

As far as you know, how many of your friends have ^TopEthText ancestry? Is it ...

<1> all of them?
<2> most of them?
<3> about half of them?
<4> a few of them?
<5> none of them?
<7> Don’t have any friends in Canada (at all)
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported at least one ancestry other than Canadian in the Self-Definition Module.

SN_Q030

Up until you were age 15, how many of your friends had ^TopEthText ancestry?  Was it ...

<1> all of them?
<2> most of them?
<3> about half of them?
<4> a few of them?
<5> none of them?
<7> Didn’t have any friends when growing up (at all)
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported at least one ancestry other than Canadian in the Self-Definition Module.
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SN_Q060

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important, how
important is it for you to carry on ^MainEthText customs and traditions, such as holidays
and celebrations, food, clothing or art?

INTERVIEWER: The respondent may say that this is important to them even if they are not currently
carrying on any customs or traditions.

<1> 1 - not important at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very important
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported at least one ancestry other than Canadian which they rated 4 or 5 in importance in the Self-Definition

Module.

SN_STOP

This is the end of the Social Networks Module.
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Module 9:  Civic Participation

PC_Q010

Do you know of any ^MainEthText ethnic or cultural associations or clubs in or near the
city or town in which you live?

INTERVIEWER: An "ethnic or cultural association or club" is a group or club which is formed by people
who have similar ethnic or cultural origins for the purpose of socializing, carrying on customs and
traditions, and/or carrying out other activities which are felt to be important by the organization’s members.

<1> Yes
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported at least one ethnic ancestry other than Canadian which they rated 4 or 5 in importance in the Self-Definition

Module.

PC_Q020

Now, I would like to ask about some of the activities you might be involved in.

Are you a member of, or have you taken part in the activities of, any groups or
organizations at anytime in the past 12 months?  For example, a sports team, a hobby club,
a community organization, an ethnic association, etc.

INTERVIEWER: Do not include marketing-based commercial "clubs" such as airline points clubs,
shopping club memberships, etc.

<1> Yes ........................................................................................................................... go to PC_Q030
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: PC_Q110
Universe: All respondents.
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PC_Q030

What kinds of groups or organizations are or were they?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 10 responses.  Mark responses in the order provided by the respondent.

If the response looks like it can be coded to more than one category, choose the one that best describes the
activity.  For example, if the respondent belongs to an Italian soccer club, mark "Sports club or team".

<11> Sports club or team
<12> Religious affiliated group (e.g., church, temple, synagogue, mosque, religious study group, church

choir)
<13> Community organization (e.g.,YMCA/YWCA, community centre)
<14> Service club (e.g., Kiwanis, Rotary, hospital auxiliary)
<15> Charitable organization (e.g., Cancer society)
<16> Cultural group (e.g., dance troupe, choir, film, art or drama club)
<17> Hobby club (e.g., garden club, book club)
<18> Historical or heritage society
<19> Political or citizens’ group
<20> Youth organization (e.g., Scouts, Guides, Boys’ and Girls’ club)
<21> Children’s school group (e.g., Parent/Teacher Association, school volunteer)
<22> Job related association (e.g., union, professional association)
<23> Ethnic or immigrant association
<24> Other - Specify
<98> Refused .....................................................................................................................go to PC_Q110
<99> Don’t know ................................................................................................................go to PC_Q110
Universe: Respondents who reported that they are a member or have taken part in the activities of a group or organization in the past 12 months.

PC_Q040

In the past 12 months, how often did you take part in the activities of your ^OrganizationE?
Was it ...

<1> at least once a week?
<2> at least once a month?
<3> at least 3 times a year?
<4> once or twice a year?
<5> not at all? ................................................................................................................. go to PC_Q110
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who reported that they are a member of or have taken part in the activities of a group or organization in the past 12 months.
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PC_Q050

How many members of your ^OrganizationE have ^MainEthText ancestry?  Is it ...

<1> all of them?
<2> most of them?
<3> about half of them?
<4> a few of them?
<5> none of them?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported that they are a member of or have taken part in the activities of a group or organization in the past 12 months

and who reported at least one ancestry other than Canadian which they rated 4 or 5 in importance in the Self-Definition Module.

PC_Q060

At any time in the past 12 months, did you volunteer your time to help with the activities of
your ^OrganizationE?

INTERVIEWER: Include all unpaid, voluntary work done on behalf of, or for, this group or organization
such as: fundraising; campaigning; board, committee or administrative work; coaching or educating;
providing care, assistance or support; driving or delivery services; building repair or construction; etc. (Do
not include financial assistance.)

<1> Yes
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported that they are a member or have taken part in the activities of a group or organization in the past 12 months.

PC_Q110

Now, I would like to ask you just a few questions about voting in Canada.

Did you vote in the last federal election?

<1> Yes
<2> No
<3> Was not eligible to vote
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents 18 years of age and over who are Canadian citizens.
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PC_Q120

Did you vote in the last provincial election?

<1> Yes
<2> No
<3> Was not eligible to vote
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents 18 years of age and over who are Canadian citizens.

PC_Q130

Did you vote in the last municipal election?

<1> Yes
<2> No
<3> Was not eligible to vote
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents 18 years of age and over who are Canadian citizens.

PC_STOP

This is the end of the Civic Participation Module.
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Module 10:  Interaction with Society

IS_Q010

I would now like to ask you about the ways your ethnicity or culture affects your interaction
with other people.

Up until you were age 15, how often did you feel uncomfortable or out of place because of
your ethnicity, culture, race, skin colour, language, accent or religion?  Was it ...

<1> all of the time?
<2> most of the time?
<3> some of the time?
<4> rarely?
<5> never? .......................................................................................................................  go to IS_Q030
<8> Refused .....................................................................................................................  go to IS_Q030
<9> Don’t know ...............................................................................................................  go to IS_Q030
Universe: All respondents.

IS_Q020

For which reason or reasons did you feel uncomfortable or out of place?  Was it because   
of ...

INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.

<1> your ethnicity or culture?
<2> your race or skin colour?
<3> your language or accent?
<4> your religion?
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Universe: Respondents who reported feeling uncomfortable or out of place up until they were 15 because of their ethnicity, culture, race, skin

colour, language, accent or religion.

IS_Q030

How often do you feel uncomfortable or out of place in Canada now because of your
ethnicity, culture, race, skin colour, language, accent or religion?  Is it ...

<1> all of the time?
<2> most of the time?
<3> some of the time?
<4> rarely?
<5> never? .......................................................................................................................  go to IS_Q100
<8> Refused .....................................................................................................................  go to IS_Q100
<9> Don’t know ...............................................................................................................  go to IS_Q100
Universe: All respondents.
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IS_Q040

For which reason or reasons do you feel uncomfortable or out of place?  Is it because of ...

INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.

<1> your ethnicity or culture?
<2> your race or skin colour?
<3> your language or accent?
<4> your religion?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported feeling uncomfortable or out of place in Canada now because of their ethnicity, culture, race, skin colour,

language, accent or religion.

IS_Q100

Discrimination may happen when people are treated unfairly because they are seen as being
different from others.

%In the past 5 years/Since arriving in Canada%, do you feel that you have experienced
discrimination or been treated unfairly by others in Canada because of your ethnicity,
culture, race, skin colour, language, accent or religion?

<1> Yes ............................................................................................................................  go to IS_Q110
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: IS_Q200
Universe: All respondents.

IS_Q110

%In the past 5 years/Since arriving in Canada%, how often do you feel that you have
experienced such discrimination or unfair treatment in Canada?  Was it or is it ...

<1> often?
<2> sometimes?
<3> rarely?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported discrimination.
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IS_Q120

%In the past 5 years/Since arriving in Canada%, for which reason or reasons do you feel
that you have experienced discrimination or been treated unfairly in Canada?  Was it or is it
because of ...

INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.

<1> your ethnicity or culture?
<2> your race or skin colour?
<3> your language or accent?
<4> your religion?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported discrimination.

IS_Q130

%In the past 5 years/Since arriving in Canada%, in which places or situations do you feel
that you have experienced discrimination or been treated unfairly in Canada?  Was it ...

INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.

<1> on the street?
<2> in a store, bank or restaurant?
<3> at work or when applying for a job or promotion?
<4> when dealing with the police or courts?
<5> or somewhere else? Specify
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported discrimination.
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IS_Q200

Crimes include offences such as assault, fraud, robbery and vandalism and may occur for
various reasons.

%In the past 5 years/Since arriving in Canada%, have any crimes been committed against
you in Canada?

INTERVIEWER: Include all violent and non-violent crimes committed against the respondent and/or their
property, regardless of the possible motivation for the crime.  The crime may or may not have been
reported to the police.

Do not include crimes committed against someone other than the respondent (where the respondent is an
indirect victim) or against businesses (even if they are operated from the respondent’s home).

<1> Yes ............................................................................................................................  go to IS_Q205
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: IS_Q230
Universe: All respondents.

IS_Q205

Did any of these crimes occur in the past 12 months?

<1> Yes
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported a crime had been committed against them in Canada.
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IS_Q210

In Canada hate crimes are legally defined as crimes motivated by the offender’s bias,
prejudice or hatred based on the victim’s race, national or ethnic origin, language, colour,
religion, sex, age, mental or physical disability, sexual orientation or any other similar
factor.

Do you believe that any of the crimes committed against you %in Canada in the past 5
years/since you arrived in Canada% could be considered a hate crime?

INTERVIEWER: If the respondent was the victim of more than one crime and if any of these crimes could
be considered a hate crime, mark "Yes".

<1> Yes ............................................................................................................................  go to IS_Q220
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: IS_Q230
Universe: Respondents who reported that a crime had been committed against them in Canada.

IS_Q220

Do you believe that this crime was committed against you because of an offender’s hatred   
of ...

INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply.

Include all reasons for all crimes experienced.

Crimes include offences such as theft, robbery, assault, sexual assault, break and enter and vandalism.

<1> your ethnicity or culture?
<2> your race or skin colour?
<3> your language or accent?
<4> your religion?
<5> or for some other reason?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported that a hate crime had been committed against them in Canada.
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IS_Q230

(In Canada, hate crimes are legally defined as crimes motivated by the offender’s bias,
prejudice or hatred based on the victim’s race, national or ethnic origin, language, colour,
religion, sex, age, mental or physical disability, sexual orientation or any other similar
factor.)

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not worried at all and 5 is very worried, how worried are
you about becoming the victim of a crime in Canada because of someone’s hatred of your
ethnicity, culture, race, skin colour, language, accent or religion?  Again, 1 is not worried at
all and 5 is very worried.

<1> 1 - not worried at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very worried
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

IS_STOP

This is the end of the Interaction with Society Module.
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Module 11:  Attitudes

AT_Q010

Some people have a stronger sense of belonging to some things than others.

Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not strong at all and 5 is very strong, how strong is your
sense of belonging to...

your family?

<1> 1 - not strong at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very strong
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

AT_Q020

Again, using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not strong at all and 5 is very strong, how strong is your
sense of belonging to...

your ethnic or cultural group(s)?

<1> 1 - not strong at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very strong
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.
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AT_Q030

Again, using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not strong at all and 5 is very strong, how strong is your
sense of belonging to...

your town, city or municipality?

<1> 1 - not strong at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very strong
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

AT_Q040

Again, using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not strong at all and 5 is very strong, how strong is your
sense of belonging to...

your province?

<1> 1 - not strong at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very strong
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

AT_Q050

Again, using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not strong at all and 5 is very strong, how strong is your
sense of belonging to...

Canada?

<1> 1 - not strong at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very strong
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.
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AT_Q060

Again, using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not strong at all and 5 is very strong, how strong is your
sense of belonging to...

North America?

<1> 1 - not strong at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very strong
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

AT_STOP

This is the end of the Attitudes Module.
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Module 12:  Trust and Satisfaction

TS_Q010

Now, I would like to ask you some questions about your life in general and how you view
other people.

The next question uses a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means not satisfied at all and 5 means very
satisfied.

All things considered, how satisfied are you with your life as a whole these days?  Again, 1
means not satisfied at all and 5 means very satisfied.

<1> 1 - not satisfied at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - very satisfied
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

TS_Q020

Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you cannot be too
careful in dealing with people?

INTERVIEWER: The phrase "cannot be too careful in dealing with people" means "you have to be very
careful in dealing with people".

<1> People can be trusted
<2> You cannot be too careful in dealing with people
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.
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TS_Q030

Using a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means cannot be trusted at all and 5 means can be trusted a
lot, how much do you trust each of the following groups of people ...

People in your family?  Again, 1 means cannot be trusted at all and 5 means can be trusted a lot.

<1> 1 - cannot be trusted at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - can be trusted a lot
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

TS_Q040

(Using a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means cannot be trusted at all and 5 means can be trusted a lot,
how much do you trust each of the following groups of people ...)

People in your neighbourhood?

<1> 1 - cannot be trusted at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - can be trusted a lot
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.
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TS_Q050

(Using a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means cannot be trusted at all and 5 means can be trusted a lot,
how much do you trust each of the following groups of people ...)

People that you work with or go to school with?

INTERVIEWER: Includes people with whom the respondent has contact through paid or unpaid
(volunteer) work and/or full-time or part-time school attendance.

<1> 1 - cannot be trusted at all
<2> 2
<3> 3
<4> 4
<5> 5 - can be trusted a lot
<7> Not applicable - does not work or go to school
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

TS_STOP

This is the end of the Trust and Satisfaction Module.
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Module 13:  Socio-economic Activities

EC_Q010

The next few questions ask about your education and work activities.

What is the highest level of education that you have attained?

<11> Earned doctorate (Ph.D., D.SC., D.Ed.)
<12> Master’s degree (M.A., M.Sc., M.Ed.)
<13> Degree in Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine or Optometry (M.D., D.D.S., D.M.D.,

D.V.M., O.D.)
<14> Bachelor’s or undergraduate university degree or teacher’s college (B.A., B.Sc., LL.B, B.Ed.)
<15> Diploma or certificate from community college, CEGEP or nursing school
<16> Diploma or certificate from trade, technical or vocational school or business college
<17> Some university
<18> Some community college, CEGEP or nursing school
<19> Some trade, technical or vocational school or business college
<20> High school diploma
<21> Some high school
<22> Elementary school
<23> No schooling ............................................................................................................ go to EC_Q030
<24> Other - Specify
<98> Refused .................................................................................................................... go to EC_Q030
<99> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to EC_Q030
Universe: All respondents.
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EC_Q020

In what country did you attain this education?

INTERVIEWER: Specify country according to current boundaries.

United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and Northern
Ireland.

<11> Canada
<12> United States
<13> United Kingdom
<14> Germany
<15> Italy
<16> Poland
<17> Portugal
<18> China, People’s Republic of
<19> Hong Kong
<20> India
<21> Philippines
<22> Viet Nam
<24> Other - Search
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported at least some schooling.

EC_Q030

In the past 12 months, was your main activity working at a job or business, looking for paid
work, going to school, caring for children, household work, retired or something else?

INTERVIEWER: If sickness or short-term illness is reported, ask for usual major activity.

If the respondent indicates that an equal amount of time was spent on two activities, ask them to choose
one.

<11> Working at a job or business (or self-employed) ...................................................... go to EC_Q040
<12> Looking for paid work
<13> Going to school ........................................................................................................ go to EC_Q250
<14> Caring for own children (unpaid)
<15> Caring for other family members (unpaid)
<16> Household work
<17> Retired
<18> Maternity/paternity leave
<19> Long term illness
<20> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Default Next Question: EC_Q300
Universe: All respondents.
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EC_Q040

Were you mainly ...

INTERVIEWER: A "paid worker" is defined as a person who is paid a specified salary or wage by an
employer.

A person who is "self-employed" earns an income directly from their own business, trade or profession,
rather than being paid a specified salary or wage by an employer.

An "unpaid family worker" is someone who works in a family business and who does not receive any pay
for their work.

<1> a paid worker?
<2> self-employed?
<3> or an unpaid family worker?
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported working at a job or business as their main activity in the last 12 months.

EC_Q044

For how many weeks during the past 12 months were you employed? 

INTERVIEWER: Include weeks of full-time and/or part-time employment as well as vacation, illness,
strikes, lock-outs and maternity/paternity leave.

<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know

EC_Q048

In the past 12 months, how many hours a week did you usually work at all jobs?

<998> Refused
<999> Don’t know

EC_Q050

For whom did you work the longest time during the past 12 months?  (If you were mainly
self-employed, please indicate the name of your own business.)

INTERVIEWER: Indicate the name of the business, government department, agency or person for whom
the respondent worked.

<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported working at a job or business as their main activity in the last 12 months.
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EC_Q060

What kind of business, industry or service was this?

INTERVIEWER: Give full description: e.g. federal government, canning industry, forestry services.

<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported working at a job or business as their main activity in the last 12 months.

EC_Q070

What kind of work were you doing or what was your occupation?

INTERVIEWER: Give full description: e.g. office clerk, factory worker, forestry technician.

Refers to the duties or tasks performed by the respondent.  Descriptions should always reflect the person’s
most important duties.

<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported working at a job or business as their main activity in the last 12 months.

EC_Q080

In that work, what were your main activities or duties?

INTERVIEWER: "Main activities or duties" refer to the respondent’s primary, usual or regular tasks,
activities, duties or responsibilities at their job.

<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported working at a job or business as their main activity in the last 12 months.
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EC_Q100

In the past 12 months, what language did you speak most often at work?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 3 responses.  Accept multiple responses only if languages were spoken
equally often.

<11> Language 1 derived in LG
<12> Language 2 derived in LG
<13> Language 3 derived in LG
<14> Language 4 derived in LG
<15> Language 5 derived in LG
<16> Language 6 derived in LG
<17> Language 7 derived in LG
<18> Language 8 derived in LG
<19> Language 9 derived in LG
<20> Other - Specify
<98> Refused .................................................................................................................... go to EC_Q200
<99> Don’t know .............................................................................................................. go to EC_Q200
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages and who reported that their main activity in the past 12 months was working at

a job or business.

EC_Q110

Were there any other languages that you spoke on a regular basis at work?

<1> Yes ........................................................................................................................... go to EC_Q120
<2> No
<8> Refused
<9> Don't know
Default Next Question: EC_Q200
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages and who did not answer Refused or Don’t know or report all the languages

they speak in EC_Q100 (Language Used Most Often at Work).
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EC_Q120

What languages were these?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 3 responses.

<11> Language 1 derived in LG
<12> Language 2 derived in LG
<13> Language 3 derived in LG
<14> Language 4 derived in LG
<15> Language 5 derived in LG
<16> Language 6 derived in LG
<17> Language 7 derived in LG
<18> Language 8 derived in LG
<19> Language 9 derived in LG
<20> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who are able to speak at least two languages and who reported speaking other languages on a regular basis at work.

EC_Q200

As far as you know, how many people that you worked with had ^MainEthText ancestry? 
Was it ...

INTERVIEWER: Include co-workers, supervisors and business partners with whom the respondent
worked on a regular basis in the past 12 months.

Do not include clients.

<1> all of them?
<2> most of them?
<3> about half of them?
<4> a few of them?
<5> none of them?
<6> Don’t have any co-workers
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Default Next Question: EC_Q300
Universe: Respondents who reported working at a job or business as their main activity in the last 12 months and who reported at least one

ancestry other than Canadian which they rated 4 or 5 in importance in the Self-Definition Module.
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EC_Q250

Were you studying full-time or part-time?

<1> Full-time
<2> Part-time
<8> Refused
<9> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported going to school as their main activity in the last 12 months.

EC_Q300

What was your main source of personal income in the past 12 months?

INTERVIEWER: The respondent should report only the source of income from which they personally
received the highest amount of income in the past 12 months.

If the respondent’s only source of income was the income of their spouse/common-law partner or another
family member, record this as "No income".

<11> No income ............................................................................................................................. go to EC_Q320
<12> Employment or self-employment (wages, salaries, commissions and tips)
<13> Employment insurance
<14> Worker’s compensation
<15> Benefits from Canada or Quebec Pension Plan
<16> Retirement pensions, superannuation and annuities
<17> Basic Old Age Security
<18> Guaranteed Income Supplement or Spouse’s Allowance
<19> Child Tax Benefit
<20> Provincial or municipal social assistance or welfare
<21> Child Support/Alimony
<22> Other Income (eg. Rental income, scholarships, other government income, dividends and interest

on bonds, deposits and savings, stocks, mutual funds, etc.)
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.
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EC_Q310

What is your best estimate of your total personal income, before taxes and deductions, from
all sources in the past 12 months? 

INTERVIEWER: Include only the respondent’s own personal income.  Do not include the income of their
spouse/common-law partner or other family members.

Include wages/salary, tips, commissions and bonuses.

Self-employment income should be reported after expenses (e.g. office expenses and supplies) but before
taxes and other deductions (e.g. Canada or Quebec Pension Plan).

<000000> No income or loss
<999998> Refused
<999999> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who reported any source of income in the past 12 months.

EC_Q320

(Other than yourself,) how many other members of your household received income from
any source in the past 12 months?

<00> No one else ............................................................................................................. go to EC_STOP
<98> Refused ................................................................................................................... go to EC_STOP
<99> Don’t know ............................................................................................................. go to EC_STOP
Default Next Question: EC_Q330
Universe: Respondents who do not live in "one person" households.

EC_Q330

What is your best estimate of the total income, before deductions, of all members of your
household, from all sources in the past 12 months?

INTERVIEWER: Include wages/salary, tips, commissions and bonuses.

Self-employment income should be reported after expenses (e.g. office expenses and supplies) but before
taxes and other deductions (e.g. Canada or Quebec Pension Plan).

<000000> No income or loss
<999998>          Refused ....................................................................................................... go to EC_Q340
<999999>          Don’t know ................................................................................................. go to EC_Q340
Default Next Question: EC_STOP
Universe: Respondents who do not live in "one person" households and who reported that at least one other household member received income

from any source in the past 12 months.
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EC_Q340

Can you estimate in which of the following groups your household income falls?

Was your total household income ...

INTERVIEWER: Include wages/salary, tips, commissions and bonuses.

Self-employment income should be reported after expenses (e.g. office expenses and supplies) but before
taxes and other deductions (e.g. Canada or Quebec Pension Plan).

<11> less than $10,000?
<12> $10,000 to less than $20,000?
<13> $20,000 to less than $30,000?
<14> $30,000 to less than $40,000?
<15> $40,000 to less than $50,000?
<16> $50,000 to less than $60,000?
<17> $60,000 to less than $80,000?
<18> $80,000 to less than $100,000?
<19> $100,000 or more?
<20> No income or loss
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: Respondents who do not live in "one person" households, who reported that at least one other household member received income from

any source in the past 12 months and who refused to answer or said "Don’t know" when asked for their best estimate of their total
household income.

EC_STOP

This is the end of the Socio-economic Activities Module.
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Module 14:  Who Completed Your Census Questionnaire

CE_Q010

Thinking back to the Census held in May 2001, can you tell me who completed your
household’s census questionnaire?

INTERVIEWER: Mark up to 6 responses.

<11> Me
<12> Spouse/common-law partner
<13> Mother/father (birth, adoptive, step or foster)
<14> Brother/sister (biological, half, adoptive, step or foster)
<15> Child (birth, adopted, step or foster)
<16> Other relative - mother’s side
<17> Other relative - father’s side
<18> Other relative - side unknown
<19> Relative of spouse/common-law partner
<20> Roommate/renter/boarder
<21> Other - Specify
<98> Refused
<99> Don’t know
Universe: All respondents.

CE_STOP

This is the end of the Who Completed Your Census Questionnaire Module.

Thank you for your participation in the Ethnic Diversity Survey.
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